
CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF MYCENAEAN CHAMBER TOMBS

Introduction.

The design of chamber tombs is govemed by various factors of which l distinguish :

1) Geographical and geological : e.g. the angle of slope, the quality of the local

bedrock, its hardness or friability, and l should include here the accidents of preservation and

erosion which affect the archaeological picture.

2) Social factors : the richer the "family" the larger and more elaborate the tomb; if

tombs were sometimes constructed only for children they might be smaller and less elaborate.

3) Fashion : there might be changes in design through time which are unrelated to those

otherwise distinguished, due to the whims of fashion or to historical circumstances. There

might be different designs followed in different communities, just as lamax burial was

restricted in mainland Greece largely to the cemeteries at Tanagra.

4) Function : by this l mean the way in which the tomb's design answers the

requirements of funerary ritual. Thus the function of collective inhumation in one tomb is met

by a sepulchre with a relatively large chamber, into which access can be made regularly over

the years. But there are many different designs which can answer this function : tombs can be

built above ground like the circular tombs of EM Crete, or built below ground like tholos

tombs; when the chamber is cut out of the rock access can still be by means of a vertical shaft,

like say certain Phoenician tombs, or by means of a cutting into the roof, like sorne of the

tombs of the copper age Laterza Culture of Italy. Regular features of the mycenaean charnber

tomb, such as the form of the stomion and drornos are functional in the crude sense that they

provide access into the tomb. But there is a special sense in which they are functional; sorne

other design could have served, but in fact the long passage-like dromos, and the articulated

stomion marked by jarnbs are found in most cemeteries. l would argue that these features are

functional in the sense that the y serve sorne part in the funeral ritual.

It is of course difficult in practice for an archaeologist to distinguish between "fashion"

and "ritual", but it is the intention here to investigate what the data of the tombs indicate.
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The data.
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Measurements have been taken from the published plans of 136 tombs. Even where

certain dimensions are given in the report the plans have been used, for the sake of

consistency; the dimensions are accurate to within a few centimetres, which is perfectly

adequate for the cluster analysis carried out. Only re1atively complete tombs could be included :

Athens Agora, 9; Aigion, Plateia Psila Alonia, 10; Dendra, 10; Mycenae, 24; Prosymna 48;

and Perati 35, chosen randomly from ail the chamber tombs at Perati 1. Thus tombs of

different periods and from different geographical localities have been included. It is to be

hoped, therefore, that accidental factors due to geography and geology will show up in the

clustering if the tombs of just one cemetery are distinguished as a single group.

The Analysis.

This is not the place to discuss Cluster Analysis, the details of its procedures and the

problems and difficulties of interpretation 2. ln very broad terms the objects, in this case the

chamber tombs, are classified according to a number of variables, which 1 shall detail below.

The individual objects can, on the se grounds, be plotted to a unique position, and the aim of

the various algorithms is to unite into one cluster those points which are close to each other.

Initially ten variables were selected which can be divided into two groups A variables of size,

and B variables describing the shape or form of parts of the tomb :

Variable Abbreviation

A Size variables:

1. Area of chamber TARE A

2. Length of stomion

STL

3. Width of stomion

STW

4. Length of dromos

DRL

5. Width of dromos at door

DRW

6. Width of dromos at end

DRE

B Shape variables :

7. STW/STL STR

8. DRW-DRE/DRL

DRA

9.DRW/DRL

DRB

1O.DRW/STW

sm

Table 1

(1) SA IMMERW AHR, The Alhenian Agora 13, The Neolithic and Bronze Ages (1971);

PAPAOOPOULOS, Aigion ; PERSSON, Royal Tombs ; New Tombs ; P. ÀSmQM, The Cuirass

Tombs and Olher Finds al Dendra (SIMA IV [1977]); WACE, Chamber Tombs ; BLEGEN, Prosymna;

Sp. IAKOVIDES, TIEpa:tlÎ. Tb VEKPO't<X<pEîov1 (1969-1970).

(2) A full account can be found in D. WISHART, Cluslan Manual (1982).
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ln the frrst clustering all ten variables were used, and the results will be discussed first

with reference to characteristics of the whole sample population, and secondly with reference

to the individual clusters which emerged. The principal components of aIl the tombs give an

indication of those variables which contribute to the general spread of the population points,

and hence those variables which contribute most to the clustering :

Wt. Vector Variables 1-10

44% 1 0.425 0.381 0.275 0.407 0.424 0.355 -0.184 0.003 -0.065 -0.298

16% 2 0.064 -0.149 0.492 -0.035 0.065 0.301 0.565 -0.398 0.107 0.382

12% 3 0.056 -0.135 0.288 0.092 0.139 -0.293 0.359 0.624 -0.511 0.046

11% 4 -0.078 -0.248 0.074 -0.256 0.301 0.128 0.176 0.406 0.647 -0.374

Table 2

ln general terms this indicates that measurements of size contribute very largely to the

first principle compone nt, whereas the variables which regulate shape are more complex, and

are important in components 2-4. It is interesting therefore that the two broad categories

initially distinguished, size on the one hand and shape of stomion and dromos on the other,

emerge as distinct from the analysis.

What of the specifie clusters however ? There are grounds for the belief that six clusters

emerge, but two of these, cluster 5 with Athens Agora 3, Prosymna 52 and Prosymna 35 and

cluster 6 with Mycenae 516, Prosymna 12, Perati 113 and Aigion 5b, consist of outliers and

will not be further considered. Thus four major groups are distinguished, and their contents

are given in table 4 (p. 168-169) together with the dates of their pottery, Cluster 1 consists of

the large and elaborate tombs, sorne 10 % of the total, with an average chamber size of about

24 square mettes, that is to say about the same size as a tholos tomb 6 min diameter (though

obviously easier to built). Only the cemeteries at Aigion and Perati are not represented, the

absence of tombs from Aigion may be coincidental. Although all these tombs are large it is

those variables which refer to the shape of the dromos and stomion which make them cluster

especially closely. Cluster 2 contains 29 tombs, 21 % of the total, they are still larger than

average with the chamber 10.4 square mettes, though they in fact cluster more closely to group

3 than group 1. Once more variables 7 8 9 and 10, those determined by shape, are especially

useful in grouping the cluster. There is only one tomb from Perati in this group.

The last two groups contain the bulk of the sample. Cluster 3, containing 35 %, has

examples taken from aIl the cemeteries, though Perati is relatively under-represented. These are

tombs of average size and appearance. Cluster 4, on the other hand, is made up of rather small

tombs and it is noteworthy that two-thirds of this group are from Perati, even though Perati
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represents only 26 % of the total sample. ln the clustering of both these groups indices of size,

especially the size of chamber and the length of the dromos, play a major part, though the ratio

of dromos length to width is also important.

Conclusions from the frrst Clustering.

Putting aside the seven residual tombs, therefore, four main clusters are distinguished.

None is exclusive to just one cemetery, and to that extent the "accidental" geographical and

geological factors can probably be ruled out as playing a serious part in their design. Even

Perati, a cemetery who se behaviour is fairly unique, is represented in aIl the groups save one,

the group consisting of the largest and most elaborate of the tombs. Secondly fashion : the

tombs of no cluster are unique to a specifie period, though the fourth group, dorninated by

Perati, is of course mainly LH I1IC in date. Otherwise tombs are found of early Mycenaean,
LH lIIA and LH IllB construction.

ln the four major groups it is clear that variable 9, the ratio of dromos width over

dromos length, is important. ln clusters 1 and 2 the average of length to width is about 4 and 5

times, whereas in the two smaller groups it is about 2. Again in the former two the stomion

tends to be longer than it is wide, whilst in the last two groups it tends to be wider than it is

long; though with a lot of variation. It is surprising that size of chamber seems to play little part

in the clustering of the larger tombs, but this may be for the technical reason that the model

assumes normal distributions, and the more extreme values, Le. the very large values, will

depart from the normal assumption more markedly.

This initial analysis leads to the conclusion that four main groups of chamber-tombs are

to be distinguished. It appears that their differentiation is largely a matter of size, but a further

point is to be recognised, namely that there is also a chronological distinction. Cluster four,

with on average the smallest chambers (3.5 ± 2.2 square metres), is largely composed of

tombs from Perati. It is as though expectations had dropped a category in LH me. The most

elaborate of the tombs belong to class 2 not class 1, those who previously would have used a

class 2 tomb were demoted to class 3, and the majority of tombs belong to class 4.

ln spite of the indication in the principal components analysis that the forms of the

tombs contribute to their clustering, variables 7 to 10, the effect of these variables has not

emerged clearly. Further analysis is required.

Clustering Using the Six Size Variables.

The next step was to examine the clustering achieved by relying solely on variables of

category A. Once more four cluster were indicated. Cluster 1 was exactly the same as that

identified in the first analysis. Cluster 2 again contained aU those tombs previously ascribed to

it, with just one exception Mycenae 519, which was demoted; but nine new tombs were

added, including sorne of the outliers of the first analysis, making a total of 26 % of aU tombs.

These tombs are stilliarger than average, with a mean chamber area of 9.6 square metres, and
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a mean dromos length of 7 m. Cluster 3 is also larger than as previously identified, 45 % of all

tombs. Nevertheless its characteristics are not much changed; thus the average chamber size is

5.5 square metres compared with 5.3 previously, and the dromos is 3.8 m as against 4.2.

Cluster 4 is smaller, 20 % of the total, and sorne of the tombs from Perati have been promoted

from cluster 4 to cluster 3. (Pl. XLIX illustrates the four clusters). It is interesting that when

the criteria of shape are disregarded and only size is used this change should come about.

Nevertheless Perati is still under-represented in cluster 3 and markedly over-represented in
cluster 4.

Clustering using the Four Shape Variables.

ln this case five was thrown up as a suitable number of clusters, using the same

procedures as before (Pl. L). But three of these contained outliers, six tombs, and these can be

discounted from the analysis. ln fact just two main clusters dominate the findings. Cluster 1
contains 87 tombs, 63 % of the total and cluster 2 contains 32 %. Not unexpectedly the tombs

from Perati form only 7 % of the frrst group, whilst they dominate group 2, comprising 63 %

of its total. The characteristics of the two groups can be contrasted :

Variable Group 1Group 2
Mean

S1.dey.MeanS1. dey.

7 STW/STL

1.030.451.700.90

8 DRW-DRE/D

0.080.07-0.040.18

9 DRW/DRL

0.300.240.530.55

Table 3

The large standard deviations are a warning of the great degree of variance in these

ratios. Nevertheless rough conclusions can be drawn : the stomions of Group 1 tend to be

squarish, those of group 2 are short and wide; in group 1 the dromos tends to widen towards

the tomb, in group 2 it tends to narrow; Group 1 tombs have long narrow dromoi, in Group 2

the y have shorter broader ones; in Group 1 they have jambs at the stomion in Group 2 they do
not.

Conclusion

Let us retum to the four main factors defined at the beginning as of relevance to the

design of the tombs. The accidents of geology and geography can largely be discounted; there

is no single cluster, disregarding of course the outliers, which consists exclusively of the

tombs of just one cemetery. Equally in terms of fashion there is no obvious regional variant
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among the tombs selected for analysis. On the other hand it is clear in chronological terms that

LH IlIC and Perati represent a real change. It wou Id be useful to have a fair number of plans

from a similar cemetery, perhaps those at Amphikleia and Agnandi 3, for which we have only

brief preliminary reports. Nevertheless it is in the realm of the last two factors, the social and
the functional, that the cluster analysis has revealed most. Although it is tempting to take the

groups at face value and suggest that there were four social or economic classes within the

group of Mycenaeans who used chamber-tombs, this would be rather unwise. Firstly because

there is a general problem of defining the optimum number of "natural" clusters by means of

cluster analysis; there is need for further work here. Certainly when the clustering was run
with different numbers of tombs clusters 1 and 4 proved especially robust, whilst quite a lot of

reallocation took place between clusters 2 and 3. Secondly it is, in any case, to be doubted that

there were rigid distinctions within this section of the Mycenaean population; a spectrum of

wealth and standing is perhaps a better way of interpreting the results. This conclusion is also

borne out by studying the grave goods. ln Group 1 there are certainly graves of outstanding

wealth with offerings of gold and silver, bronze weapons and vessels, ivory and amber;

however 4 out of 13 (Dendra 6, Prosymna 42, 7 and 25) are not so outstanding. The same

phenomenon is to be recognised in the other groups : four in Cluster 2 are especially wealthy

(Dendra 8, Prosymna 3, 14, 41. It might also be worth noting in passing that this group

includes Prosymna 33, a tomb with chisels and a saw -could it be the tomb of a craftsman ?)

As expected the tombs of Cluster 3 are generally poorer, but most remarkably include Dendra

3 and Dendra 12 the corselet tomb, which we might expect to feature in group 1; Prosymna 29

is also out of place here. These anomalies occur either because the tombs are borderline cases,

perhaps in sorne cases for reasons of geography or erosion, or because of other special
circumstances.

It is, all the same, striking that this four-part division can be carried over into the

cemetery at Perati, if in addition to classes 2, 3 and 4 of chamber tombs, a fourth category is

recognised in the pseudo-chamber tombs and pit-graves of the site. This analysis further

confmns the decline in size and form of the chamber-tombs at Perati. It has been argued

elsewhere 4 that this decline is due to the unsettled conditions of the period. ln other words

function, in terms of the foreseeable life of the tomb, was deciding design in terms of its size.

The families which lived at Perati had moved, perhaps been uprooted, from elsewhere, and

that might weIl happen again.
Function, in terms of the funeral ritual, will, moreover, also account for the second

dimension of the analysis, the dimension of form. On the criteria of form two main clusters

were distinguished; these indicate important differences in the approach, the facade and the

doorway into the tomb. ln LH I1IC these features are no longer stressed or articulated in the

design of the tomb, and evidently the rituals associated with entrance into the tomb had become

more perfunctory.

(3) ArchDe/t 25 (1970), p. 235, 237; 26 (1971), p. 231.

(4) W. CA VANAGH, C. MEE, "The re-use of earlier tombs in the LH IIIC period", BSA 73 (1978), p. 31-
44.
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To conclude, then, is it possible to place this entrance rituaI in a broader setting ?

Certainly anthropologists from the rime of Van Gennep and Hertz 5, and indeed even earlier,

have stressed the importance of the symbolism of the threshold and the entrance in rites of

passage. The custom certainly has a long history in Greece. During the EH period entrances

are found to the collective tombs at sites like Ayios Kosmas, Tsepi Marathon and Manika 6. It

has even been suggested that those at Tsepi were not practicaI and that in fact the body was

introduced into the tomb from above by removing the coyer slabs. Closer in time to the tombs

discussed here are those types of MH grave which have entrances. Types Beta and Gamma in

the West Cemetery at Eleusis 7 have carefully constructed entrances, even though the graves

could have been entered by removing the cover-slabs. Tumulus 1 at Marathon, perhaps of

slightly earlier date, has two of its cists with jarnbs, a threshold and lintels 8. ln the later

tumulus II of the sarne cemetery this has developed into a long built chamber with an entrance

and a fore-hall; and the poorly preserved tumulus III follows a similar plan. There are therefore

indications of a similar concem with the entrance in tombs being built just at the time wh en the

tholos tomb and the charnber tomb were being introduced into Greece.

There is, of course, evidence to suggest sorne ritual at the entrance, if the kylikes

sometirnes found by the stornion are to be so interpreted 9. It is of course worth noting that

Iakovides expressly states that at Perati there is no case of the deposition of kylikes in the

dromos and virtually no other evidence for funerary meaIs 10. An emphasis on the seaIing and

blocking of the charnber would help explain other features of mycenaean buriaI custom. If the

unblocking rituaI were greatly momentous then the death of a child, or a subsidiary member of

the farnily wou Id not merit so important a ceremony. This cou Id be avoided by using a niche

cut into the side wall of the dromos, which is, of course, not uncommon in mycenaean tombs.

Sorne variety of practice is suggested by the tholos tombs such as those at Karditsa, Parga and

Ayios Ilias where a long tunnellike passage leads into the tomb, and they do not follow the

usuaI plan with a stornion Il. It is noteworthy that these tombs lie on the perifery of the

mycenaean world where funeraI rituaI could weIl have followed another rite. Even at Perati

there are indications of the power of this custom : the pseudo-chamber tombs and even sorne

of the pit-graves have skeuomorphic drornoi leading up to them. But it seerns that the custorn

was in decline by LH IIIC, less care was spent in carving out the passage and the entrance ta

(5) R. HERlZ, Death and The right hand (1960), translated by R. and C. Needham (Originally in L'Année

Sociologique 1907); A. V AN GENNEP, The Rites of Passage (1960), translated by M. Vizedom and
G. Caffee.

(6) G.E. MYLONAS, Aghios Kosmas (1959); Tsepi : ArchAnAth 3 (1970), p. 67, 154, 349; PraktArchEt

(1970), p. 5, (1972), p. 5; A. SAMPSON, Manika (1985).

(7) G.E. MYLONAS, To ~u'tucov NElCPO'tU<pEîov 'tf]ç 'EÀ.Euoîvoç (1975).

(8) ArchAnAth 3 (1970), p. 63, 155,351; PraktArchEt 1970, p. 9.

(9) Cf. ANDRONIKOS, Totenkult, p. 93.

(10) Sp. IAKOVIDES, ilEpU't", To VElCPO'tU<pEîovTI (1969-1970), p. 68.

(11) ArchDelt 16 (1960) Chron., p. 171; Th. PAPADOPOULOS, AM 1981, p. 7-24; ArchDelt 19

(1964)Chron., p. 295-297.
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the tombs. Eventually, with the widespread adoption of single burial the threshold ritual was

no longer observed.

Tomb

Athens 1

Dendra 2

Dendra 6

Dendra 9

Dendra 10

CLUSTER 1 - Large and Elaborate Tombs - 13
Date Tomb Date Tomb

3A1 Mycenae 505 3A1-B Prosymna 7

3B or A2 Mycenae 515 2B-3C Prosymna 25

2-3A Prosymna 26 1-3B Prosymna 44

3B Prosymna 42 3Al-3B Prosymna 2
2A-3A

Date

(2A) 3B
1-2A

2-3B

2A-3A1

Tomb

Aigion 4
Dendra 7

Dendra 8

Dendra Il

Mycenae 502

Mycenae 520

Mycenae 531

Mycenae 518

Mycenae 533
Mycenae 530

Tomb

Athens 14

Athens 15

Athens 4

Athens 7

Aigion 1

Aigion 3

Aigion 5

Aigion 5b

Aigion 6

Aigion 7

Aigion 8
Dendra 3

Dendra 12

Mycenae 504

Mycenae 524

Mycenae 527

Date

2B-3A

3A1

2
3A2-B

3A2-C

3A

3A2-B

1-3A2

(2) -3B

(2) -3A

Date

3A1-B

3A1-B

3
3A-C

3C

3A2

3A2-B

3A2-B

2B-3B

3C

3A2-B

3B

3A1

3B?

3A2-C

3A2-B

CLUSTER 2 - Quite Large Tombs - 28
Tomb Date Tomb

Mycenae 529 2A-3B Prosymna 41

Mycenae 525 3A2-3B Prosymna 14

Mycenae 519 3B Prosymna 15

Mycenae 513 3B Prosymna 3

Prosymna 21 3A2-B Prosymna 43

Prosymna 22 3A2- B Prosymna 10

Prosymna 24 3A2 Prosymna 46

Prosymna 33 3A1-B Perati S 18

Prosymna 34 2B-3A2

Prosymna 37 3A1-B

CLUSTER 3 - Average Tombs - 47
Tomb Date Tomb

Mycenae 526 3A? Prosymna 6

Mycenae 523 3A2-B Prosymna 8

Prosymna 18 1-3A2 Prosymna 13

Prosymna 19 3A2-B Prosymna 11

Prosymna 20 3B Prosymna 48

Prosymna 1 2 (3B) Prosymna 45

Prosymna 30 2 Prosymna 23

Prosymna 29 2B- (3B) Prosymna 51

Prosymna 28 2B-3B Prosymna 4

Prosymna 32 2-3A Prosymna 49

Prosymna 36 2B-3B Perati 47

Prosymna 38 3A2-3B Perati 15

prosymna 40 3A2 Perati 16

Prosymna 50 2-3A2 Perati S 15

Prosymna 5 3B Perati S 30

Prosymna 17 2A-3A2

Table 4

Date

3A2-B

1-3A

3A2-B

3A1-B

3A1-B

3B

3A2

3C

Date

3B

3A2-B

2-3B

3A2

3A2

?

3B

3A2-B

2B-3B

3C

3C

3C

3C

3C
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CLUSTER 4 - Small Tombs - 40
Tomb

DateTomb DateTomb Date

Athens

53A2 Perati 1033CPeratiSlO3C

Athens 21

3A-BPerati S Il3CPerati123C

Athens 20

3CPerati123CPeratiS 273C

Aigion 5a

3CPerati 1203CPerati483C

Dendra 1

3A2-BPerati 1223CPerati493C

Mycenae 514

3BPerati 1263CPerati663C

Mycenae 532

2A-3CPerati 1333CPerati913C

Mycenae 528

?Perati53C Perati1083C

Mycenae 517

-2A-2BPerati13C Perati1283C

Mycenae 522

3BPerati23C Perati1313C

Mycenae 521

3A2Perati31 3CPerati1343C

Prosymna 16

3APerati97 3CPerati1373C

Prosymna 27

3A-BPerati 1353CPerati893C

Perati

253C
Table 4

William G. CA VANAGH
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